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G           Bm             A
G           Bm             A

           G             Bm              A
used to be vulnerable, used to be dumb, i used to give it all, mm
             G               Bm            A
heart like a firesong, 100 degrees, oh but now im so cold, when they kiss me,
they touch me they freeze
                   D    G
they say, whyd you never trust, whyd you never love, whyd you never let em in
Bm
whyd you wake up with somebody in their bed again
A
and say you love them till you leave
               G                                                Bm
dont you wanna stay dont you wanna try putting up a fight deep down,
                                         A
you know you know you can make it right, whyd you hurt them? well ill tell you
             G                         Bm
when ur young and u get u heart broken and it leaves, leaves the scars open
A                                                    D
when u cant believe its over, thats when u get a lil colder
G                           Bm
yeah, when ur hearts broken and it leaves, leaves the scars open
A                                                           D      G
drunk, cry crying on her shoulder, thats when u get a lil colder
Bm                     A
             G                      Bm
they have to break me down, show me real love
        A
oh but lately these boys all they do is they fuck my head up, they say,
D             G
whyd you never trust, whyd you never love, whyd you never let em in
Bm                                                A
whyd you wake up with somebody in their bed again and say you love them till you
leave
D              G                                               Bm
dont you wanna stay dont you wanna try putting up a fight deep down
                                         A
you know you know you can make it right, dont just give in
D           G                              Bm
    when ur young and u get u heart broken and it leaves, leaves the scars open
A                                                    D
when u cant believe its over, thats when u get a lil colder
G
yeah, when ur hearts broken
Bm                                    A                                         



                 D
and it leaves, leaves the scars open, drunk, cry, crying on her shoulder, thats
when u get a lil colder

G          Bm       A
D          G        Bm        A

               G
whyd you never trust, whyd you never love, whyd you never let em in
                                                 A
whyd you wake up with somebody in their bed again
D           G                              Bm
    when ur young and u get u heart broken and it leaves, leaves the scars open
A                                                    D
when u cant believe its over, thats when u get a lil colder
G
yeah, when ur hearts broken
Bm                                    A                                         
                 D
and it leaves, leaves the scars open, drunk, cry, crying on her shoulder, thats
when u get a lil colder


